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1 Presentation of SMART-UP Project
The overarching aim of SMART-UP is to encourage the active use of Smart Meters and InHouse Displays by vulnerable customers, in those Member States where the roll-out of Smart
Meters has been embarked upon. Indeed, previous studies have shown that Smart Meters do
not lead to energy savings in the residential sector unless households actively use them and
are encouraged to modify their everyday practices. Our project intends to fill in this gap, while
also raising awareness on demand response services.
The way we intend to do so is by developing a training program for installers, social workers
and other frontline staff in contact with vulnerable people, so that they can inform vulnerable
consumers about the benefits brought about by smart metering and advise them on how to
use their Smart Meter and In-Home Display (IHD) units (where fitted) to best effect, each time
they are in contact with them. Indeed, most vulnerable and low-income householders require
a one-to-one and on-going support.
The training packages will be tested and improved before being disseminated towards the
major actors involved in smart meters deployment (DSOs, energy utilities, installers…). From
50 to 100 installers or other frontline staff will be trained in each project partner’s country.
Each of them will deliver face-to-face advice to 10 to 20 households, so as to reach 1,000
households in each country. DSO and energy utilities (depending on the national context) will
be involved to provide the necessary support for this experiment and to ensure further
dissemination of the training packages.
Besides empowering vulnerable consumers, the project will serve to get some feedback on
their specific needs and on the ways to appropriately communicate with them and help them
take profit of smart metering. The project will also help consolidate data on how much energy
can be saved if vulnerable householders are empowered to make best use of the opportunities
that Smart Metering offers.
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2 Context and Objectives
2.1 Context of the task
The aim of Work Package 5 is to provide personalized counselling and assistance (on the basis
of the materials and training defined within WP4) directly to 1.000 vulnerable consumers
engaged with the support / through the identified national stakeholders to make challenges
on their energy consumption behaviour.
In each partner country, the trained SMART-UP frontline staff (within Work Package 5) will
meet 1,000 vulnerable consumers and will collect baseline data which will be used to evaluate
the effectiveness and impact of the enhanced training / advice as well a questionnaire on the
energy consumption habits in the household. The vulnerable consumers who participate in
the SMART-UP project will voluntary sign an informative sheet in order to authorize the
partners to treat their data (personal data, energy consumption data and costs, participant
habits). Data will be then collected and analyzed as a whole.
WP5 also includes a pilot project which involves a small group of vulnerable consumers
(60/65 householders depending on the country, including a control group of 20 households)
with the purpose to assess the value and impact of varying combinations of the main
intervention in order to assess which has most value and impact in achieving the desired
outcomes (i.e. energy and financial savings), but also to understand which interventions are
preferred and most meet the needs of vulnerable energy consumers. Consumers will receive
or the In-House Display or the energy diary, in addition some will receive the personalized
counselling and others will get also a call-back after 2 weeks from the counselling. These
pilots will therefore provide an opportunity for a more in-depth evaluation of the
interventions and will help consolidate the large scale analysis that will be carried out among
all householders involved.
Overall, work package 5 involves five tasks and four deliverables, graphically represented and
described below:

Figure 1 Schematic representation of WP5
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Task 5.1 Strategy for engaging households and actual engagement. Define a national
strategy for the selection and contact of 1,000 vulnerable consumers to be engaged in the
project activities;
Task 5.2: Support households in using their smart meters. Provide personalized
counselling to the SMART-UP pilot participants which have signed the informed consensus;
Task 5.3: Motivating Households with photography competition. Run a small
photography competition to encourage vulnerable consumers to use their smart meter
effectively and utilize the advice and training received;
Task 5.4: Identify a sample of households to participate in the small scale pilot. Select
and contact 60/65 vulnerable consumers to be engaged in the piloting activities, divide them
into 4 groups and assign the tools - IHD and/or energy diary, plus personalized counselling,
plus a call back after 2 weeks;
Task 5.5: Pilot and final survey. Monitoring the 5.4 task activities and incentive
stakeholders to maintain participation for the return feedback activity after 10-12 months.
The deliverables are the measurable and tangible outcome of the project. To produce a
deliverable one or more task/s have been analyzed.
D5.1 Status of households engagement in each Country (Month 15): Statistical report with no
private data
D5.2 Mid-term status of pilot activities (Month 18): Report on the pilot and tool to
incentivate stakeholders engagement and exploitation of training package
D5.3 Report on the support to households (Month 31): Report on the support to
householders in using smart meters and on the impact of the interventions (including
reporting on photo competition)
D5.4 Final status of pilot activities (Month 31): Report on the pilot and final tool to
incentivate stakeholders engagement and exploitation of training package
2.2 Mid-term status of pilot activities (Deliverable 5.2)
The “Mid-term status of pilot activities” is the overall report of the activities and relative
results implemented in all the partners’countries within the SMART-UP pilot. It builds on the
“Status of households engagement in each Country” (D5.1), quali- and quantitatively detailing
the activities carried on and the results achieved within the work package tasks: Strategy for
engaging households and actual engagement (Task 5.1), Support households in using
their smart meters (Task 5.2), Motivating Households with photography competition
(Task 5.3), Identify a sample of households to participate in the small scale pilot (Task
5.4) and Pilot and final survey (task 5.5) as described below.
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Photograph
Competition (Task 5.3)

D5.2 Mid-term
status of pilot
activities

Figure 2 Background of Deliverable 5.2

Task 5.1 Strategy for engaging households and actual engagement. This task builds on
the results of the activity in WP2 and WP4. All partners directly or through collaborations
with the identified (WP2) and trained (WP4) national stakeholders will individuate the
potential vulnerable consumer’s basin and will carry out the activities.
Each partner will have to define its own national strategy and engage 1,000 vulnerable
consumers (for a project target of 5,000 people engaged). The households will not be engaged
in the project before having agreed on, and signed, an informed consent form. The
recruitment of the households for the pilots will take place at the same time (see task 5.4).
Task 5.2: Support households in using their smart meters. Installers and frontline staff
will provide enhanced advice to households. Partners are responsible for identifying the
national strategy to provide advice throughout the duration of the task. This task is closely
related to WP4 as it employs the frontline staff and installers trained in WP4 to provide advice
and support to the engaged vulnerable consumers. Each partner will start the activities of task
5.2 as soon as the frontline staff and installers have undertaken the training that will allow
them to deliver enhanced training and advice to consumers.
The 1,000 visits will be carried out by trained installers / frontline staff– each trained
member of staff will visit approximately 20 – 25 households. During the visits to the
households, the trained frontline staff and/or installers will be required to collect baseline
data which will be used to evaluate the effectiveness and impact of the enhanced training/
advice. Baseline data collected will include historic meter readings/ statement (for the
previous 12 months where available) and the profile of households (i.e. demographic details).
In addition to this, a member of each household principally responsible for energy
management in the home will be encouraged to answer questions relating to their current
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energy consumption habits and behaviours, following a questionnaire prepared by the
partners to better understand energy consumptions habits. This data will be collected by the
frontline staff and/or installers and will be used to assess the initial situation of the
household.
Task 5.3 Motivating Households with photography competition. To encourage vulnerable
consumers to use their smart meter effectively and utilise the advice and training received,
partners in all 5 countries will run a small photography competition. All 1,000 vulnerable
consumers engaged in task 5.2 will be invited to enter the photography competition.
Consumers will be encouraged to take a photograph of their most significant “SMART-UP”
moment (for example the arrival of a new energy efficient appliance, or an action photograph
of the consumer changing their behaviour/ being more energy efficient). Each partner will
select the best photo and will award the winner with a prize – the prize will be a voucher
worth 300 euros to be used to buy/ contribute towards an energy efficient appliance.
Task 5.4 Identify a sample of households to participate in the small scale pilot
All partners will work with stakeholders to identify a sample of householder to participate in
the small scale pilot. In each country 60 / 65 vulnerable consumers will be engaged in the
pilot for a total of 4 / 5 groups as described below. The pilot will test a number of
interventions including enhanced advice/ training tools, follow-up and an extra-help service.
The objective of the pilot and its protocol will be thoroughly explained to the householders
before they are engaged. Due to the different smart meter roll-out strategies in each country
the small-scale pilots will be slightly different in the UK and Malta than the pilots in Spain,
France and Italy.
The UK and Malta have similar roll-out strategies; for example, in the UK and Malta every
household fitted with a smart meter will also receive an in-home display (IHD), advice about
what a smart meter is, how it can help them to save energy and how to use their IHD and a
follow-up call two weeks after installation. The pilots in the UK and Malta will involve a
sample of 65 households. These households will be segmented into a control group and three
experimental groups (20 households in the control group and 15 households in each
experimental group):
Control group 20 • No interventions
Experimental group 1 15 • Enhanced training and advice • Follow-up call after 2 weeks •
Aftercare service
Experimental group 2 15 • Enhanced training and advice
Experimental group 3 15 • Follow-up call after 2 weeks • Aftercare service
In Spain, Italy and France, where consumers receive no IHD, basic advice or follow-up call
will be provided for in the pilot. The pilots in Spain Italy and France will involve a sample of
60 households. These households will be segmented into a control group and four
experimental groups (20 households in the control group and 10 households in each
experiment group):
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Control group 20 • No interventions
Experimental group 1 10 • IHD• Enhanced training and advice • Follow-up call after 2 weeks •
Aftercare service
Experimental group 2 10 • IHD • Enhanced training and advice
Experimental group 3 10 • Energy monitoring tool • Enhanced training and advice • Followup call after 2 weeks • Aftercare service
Experimental group 4 10 • Energy monitoring tool • Enhanced training and advice
By adopting this approach, the Project Team will be able to evaluate the impact and value of
each intervention provided to vulnerable energy consumers by comparing the counterfactual
(interventions) with what is currently provided in the smart meter roll out standard in each
of the respective countries.
Task 5.5 Pilot and final survey The pilot will involve the following activities (except for the
households forming the control groups in each country, for whom no intervention is planned
except collecting baseline information during their recruitment in task 5.4 and during the
final evaluation):
1. Initial project commencement meeting or face-to-face meetings with individual households
(the method will be decided by each individual partner depending on the context) – Before
the pilots commence, all households taking part will be invited to a project participation
meeting or will have the opportunity to meet project partners on a one-to-one basis. The
meeting / one-to-one advice will last approximately two hours and will ensure all households
participating understand what the project is about, what their role will entail and who to
contact if they have questions. The meeting will also provide an opportunity to collect
outstanding baseline data, for example historic meter readings etc.
During this first meeting, partners or frontline staff will:
o explain the objectives of the pilots and the procedures used for the pilots,
o provide an IHD or energy monitoring tool to vulnerable consumers who do not have an IHD
(see pilot groups described above),
o train the consumers on how to use the tools (either the IHD or the energy monitoring tool),
using the training packages developed under WP4 (the direct advice which will be delivered
to the pilot sample will be the same as the one provided
to all householders reached in the course of the project),
o collect information to prepare for further evaluation of the pilot in WP6 (to evaluate the
initial situation).
2. Follow-up call two weeks later (except for consumers with no follow up: see the different
piloting groups described in task 5.4) – Project partners or frontline staff will telephone the
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household approximately two weeks after the advice to gauge initial feedback about the
training received and the usability of the IHD or energy monitoring tool. Consumers will have
the opportunity to ask questions and further clarify information they received to enable them
to make use of their SM, IHD and energy monitoring tool to encourage them to take action and
change their behaviour, where required.
3. Aftercare Service (except for consumers with no aftercare service – see the different
piloting groups described in task 5.4) – The aftercare service will involve quarterly telephone
calls (touch points) with households at 3 month intervals. A total of 3 telephone calls will be
made as part of this service. The calls will be used to encourage households to continue to use
their SM, IHD and energy monitoring tool effectively and to provide additional support, where
required, to enable users to get the most from their IHD/smart meter. These touch points will
also aim to encourage behavioural change, where feasible, by offering additional energy
efficiency advice where appropriate.
Once the final call as part of the aftercare service has taken place, consumers will be informed
that the pilot will soon be coming to an end (approximately months 10 – 12 after the start of
the pilot) and they will be invited to take part in an evaluation survey. While the standard
format for the survey will be postal/paper (with a FREEPOST return envelope), other formats
(or a mix of formats) may be decided in some countries, for instance face-to-face meetings,
phone calls or online surveys. The objective will be, in all cases, to secure the participation of
particularly vulnerable consumers as far as is possible. The final stage survey will be designed
to capture consumers’ self-reported behaviour change and what action they have taken as a
result of the advice, information and guidance they have received and the SMART-UP
interventions they have trialled (see WP6 for more information). It will be an opportunity to
get a deeper understanding of the value of the interventions that were made, both in
quantitative terms (reduction of average energy consumption) and qualitative terms
(increased knowledge and awareness on their energy consumption and energy efficiency,
increased knowledge on smart meters and demand side services offered, etc).
The households of the pilot will be asked, at the beginning and et the end of the pilot, to bring
(or send) a copy of their bills and to collect the index directly on the meter or the in-house
display. It will also be an opportunity to get the feedback from householders about the
training, about the energy monitoring tool that has been handed-over and the advice that they
received during the intervention, to evaluate the quality of interventions and to identify
opportunities for improvement.
Incentivising and maintaining participation
Households will be encouraged to take part and maintain their involvement to the end of the
field work phase (10-12 months after the pilot starts) with the use of incentives at the
beginning, middle and end. Previous evaluative studies undertaken by the project partners
have found that a staggered incentive approach will yield the best results. Households will
receive supermarket or shopping/store vouchers or small energy saving equipment worth
120 euros (approximately 35 euros at the beginning, 25 euros in the middle and 60 euros at
the end).
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3 SMART-UP Preparation Phase for the - Enhanced Advice Delivery
to Vulnerable Consumers
In order to proceed with the SMART-UP social research to provide enhanced advice to 1.000
vulnerable consumers in each country, the following preparatory activities were carried out:
o

Ethic issues addressed,

o

Stakeholder involvement,

o

Identification and engagement of vulnerable consumers,

3.1 Ethic issues addressed
The ethical issues were discussed and agreed upon by all the partners at the beginning of the
project. As reported in the diagram below the ethical issues comprised the:
o

Definition of the minimum criteria to be satisfied by the vulnerable consumers to be
engaged,

o

Definition of the documents for the vulnerable consumers engagement (informative
sheet and informed consensus form

The “Procedures for Consumers Involvement and Data Treatment” was drafted detailing
the ethic issues for the SMART-UP project structured as follows:
o

Introduction – outlining the context, objective, scope and structure of the document;

o

SMART-UP social research and pilot project – outlining the project’s activities and
collaboration with national stakeholders as intermediaries with consumers;

o

Ethical and Data protection issues – outlining the SMART-UP ethic policy, the
responsibilities of the SMART-UP Research Team (SMART-UP partner and
intermediary(ies) for each country) and of the participants, the informed consent
procedure, anonymity and confidentiality and special considerations;

o

Procedures for the treatment of personal data of consumers engaged – outlining the
procedures adopted within SMART-UP for the treatment of personal data;

o

SMART-UP social research participant guidelines – outlining procedures for the
identification, selection and recruitment of households for the social research;

o

SMART-UP pilot project participant guidelines – outlining procedures for the
identification, selection and recruitment of households for the pilot project.

According to the SMART-UP workplan, in parallel to the definition of the ethic issues and prior
the start of work package 5, the partners have implemented activities related both to the
engagement of national stakeholders and training of their frontline staff.
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Signed agreements with
National stakeholders
(WP2)
Training Resources and
Manual (WP4)
Trained frontline staff
(WP4)
All partners defined a national strategy to involve the relative national stakeholders
(WP2) and defined the activities to carry out to engage directly the vulnerable consumers (for
further information please refer to “D2.1 List of agreements signed with installers / front-line
staff” and to “D2.2 Report on stakeholders’ engagement M18”). As a general rule, each partner
contacted directly the various key players to inform them and discussed with them the
SMART-UP initiative and their possible role:
o

Social operators may contribute to the selection and recruitment process thanks to
their direct knowledge on the consumers struggling against fuel poverty and will
therefore provide important insight for the process. They will also provide the list of
the consumers assisted (either providing to the partners the contact details
otherwise if their internal policy does not foresee this possibility they will contact
directly the consumers);

o

Institutional / governmental bodies may provide public information related to the
consumers asking for support through the national / regional / local programs for
vulnerable consumers (such as Social tariff, Solidarity funds for housing, “Living
better” programme, Energy accompanying services from EDF, Engie, Anah or social
workers in France, Bonus Sociale in Italy and other programs in the other countries);

o

Energy operators may provide information for the selection and recruitment process
and may also act as the frontline staff providing direct assistance to the vulnerable
consumers.
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Following the signature of the agreement with the National stakeholders, all partners have
also carried out the training of the front-line staff of the identified stakeholders (WP4).

3.2 Stakeholders involvement
3.2.1 France
Firstly, Alphéeis has signed an agreement with UNCASS, National Union of Social Action
Community Centre, to meet households and to provide them with advices. Unfortunately, the
weak number of smart meters installed at that time has not allowed UNCASS’s members to
visit households. We are still in negotiation with them and others local stakeholders to carry
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out the visits and the pilot. Most of the persons trained during the first half year, were not able
to conclude visits with vulnerable households equipped with a smart meter.
Recently (at the beginning of the summer), we have identified a new partner (Association
ADAM, social workers) in Nice. We plan to sign an agreement in the coming days and start the
visits and the pilot not later than end of October. Alphéeis will train members of this new
partner in September and will be in charge of the technical coordination. Thanks to that
collaboration, we will be in position to engage at least 1,000 households in fuel poverty at the
same location, a very poor district of Nice. The roll-out of smart meters is now completed in
this district. In that case, Alphéeis will only focus on this district for the visits and the pilot.
3.2.2 United Kingdom
NEA have engaged Freebridge Community Housing (Freebridge) in the UK to deliver the pilot
project. As per other UK stakeholders delivering non-pilot interventions Freebridge are a
housing association which provide social housing to generally low income households.
Freebridge are based in the East of England and NEA will therefore focus on this geographical
area for pilot activities. Freebridge staff have been trained by NEA under the SMART-UP
training course and employees delivering SMART-UP pilot interventions are experienced in
supporting fuel poor tenants with energy issues.
3.2.3 Spain
Ecoserveis stablished and agreement with the institute of social services of Barcelona and the
NGO ABD (Associació Benestar i Desenvolupament). Barcelona institute of social services is
the internal organization inside the municipality which is in charge of all social workers. Their
services gave support to almost 75.000 people during 20151 through 40 offices. ABD is a NGO
specialized in rehabilitation and social reinsertion of homeless and drug addicts. They are
3.000 employees who assisted more than 100.000 people during 20152 through 70 projects.
Barcelona municipality wanted to use part of the remaining budget of 2015 to support houses
affected by fuel poverty. Therefore ABD and Ecoserveis suggested deploying a project similar
to SMARTUP but including other activities and using unemployed people as energy agents.
The municipality agreed and, in December 2015, they signed a contract to hire 100
unemployed people and visit 5.000 houses affected by fuel poverty in Barcelona city3.
Ecoserveis was in charge of the training and the technical coordination. Thanks to that
collaboration more than 1.500 houses are participating in SMARTUP and 115 people were
trained using SMARTUP knowledge. Because the reach and effort of this project was very
high, Ecoserveis only focused on the city of Barcelona.
Ecoserveis also used his own contacts to reach house candidates.

1

http://www.bcn.cat/estadistica/catala/dades/anuari/cap04/C0403020.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZROR6v6hxA8
3
http://acciosocial.org/conveni-contra-la-pobresa-energetica-amb-lajuntament-de-barcelona-aparicions-als-mitjans/
2
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3.2.4 Malta
In Malta, the target groups where initially deemed to be technical smart meter installers and
social workers engaged with vulnerable groupings. Unfortunately, it is clear that energy
poverty has never really been considered at the national level so it took a lot of time to grow
awareness about energy poverty and to include it in government agenda and operations.
Furthermore, in Malta Smart Meter penetration is almost complete at circa 94% of electricity
meters being upgraded to smart ones. This effectively ruled out training of technical people
since the major smart meter installation drive was over. Nonetheless, the Sustainable Energy
and Water Conservation Unit (https://sewcu.gov.mt) was very interested to participate and
have its staff trained since a national campaign to undertake house visits and provide energy
saving advice was underway. Consequently 9 employees where identified and trained
accordingly.
In
Malta,
SMART-UP
has
partnered
with
the
national
LEAP
project
(http://mfss.gov.mt/leap/Pages/default.aspx) which aims to combat social exclusion and
poverty, via the development of a cluster-based network system at both regional and local
levels in order to help vulnerable groupings integrate within the labour market, while
building capacity amongst social stakeholders. SMART-UP is collaborating with LEAP in order
to reach out to Malta’s vulnerable households in order to start addressing energy poverty
directly. LEAP is committed to reaching out to over 4,000 families via the opportunity created
by the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived (FEAD) programme, which provides food
assistance to those in need. LEAP is taking the opportunity to profile the needs of these
families, including energy poverty, which in turn provides the opportunity to SMART-UP
Malta to both collect data and provide advice at food collection points. LEAP has 11 regional
centres spread across the Maltese islands, and key localities, namely in Birgu, Għargħur,
Kirkop, Zurrieq , Marsaskala, Msida, Qawra, Qormi , Sta Luċija, Valletta and Gozo Xewkija.
Other similar agreements have also been reached with the Richmond Foundation. The table
below indicates the training sessions undertaken to-date. The table below indicates the
potential vulnerable households that could be reached by the trained stakeholders.

Date

Location

Number attending

Expected Target Reach

09th June 2015

Sustainable Energy and
Water Conservation Unit

9

100

18th April 2016

Qormi Hostel and Paola
Hostel,
Richmond
Foundation

12

25

5th May 2016

Kids In
(KIDs)

Development

11

20

11th May 2016

Villa Chelsea, Richmond
Foundation

10

20

13th June 2016

Home Support Service
training, Hamrun

12

20
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25th July 2016

LEAP
TOTAL

32

3500

86

3,685

3.2.5 Italy
Aisfor decided to adopt a strategy that involved a large number of stakeholders. The decision
was made starting from the Italian context where “Association” are very well developed and
structured.
Our objective was to identify those association and organizations that worked in particular
with vulnerable consumers. Among these we have identified consumer associations, social
cooperatives, other specific associations, universities and municipalities.
Another factor we took into account in choosing the stakeholders with which collaborate on
the SMART-UP project was the national coverage - cover as much as possible the Italian
territory in order to have a sample spread from north to south. The stakeholders we identified
and with which we undersigned contract are:
o

Lega Consumatori, a consumer association who is working with its local offices in
Ferrara, Rovigo, Genoa, Rome, Cosenza and Matera,

o

Unione Nazionale Consumatori, a consumer association, working mainly in Rome,

o

Abitamondo of Pordenone, a social cooperative working in the north-east area,

o

Association CILAP, a social operator; the Italian node of the European Anti Poverty
Network (EAPN),

o

Social Cooperative Consortium CONSOL, working in the central area

o

Univerity of L'Aquila, working in the central area

o

Municipality of Silvi, working in the central area.

3.3 Vulnerable consumers engagement
As agreed at the beginning of the SMART-UP project by all the partners and illustrated in the
project document on “Procedures for Consumers Involvement and Data Treatment”, the
minimum inclusion criteria to be met by the consumers to be engaged in the SMART-UP
pilot are:
o

Social criteria – as the social research aims to define the best mix of methodologies
and tools to assist vulnerable consumers to tackle the economical-social problem of
fuel poverty, it is important that all consumers involved are vulnerable consumer based on the following definitions in relation to ‘vulnerability’, when a consumer’s
personal circumstances and characteristics combine with aspects of the energy
market to create situations where he or she is:
o

Definition 1:
Significantly less able than a typical consumer to protect or represent his
or her interests in the energy market; and/or significantly more likely
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than a typical consumer to suffer detriment, or that detriment is likely to
be more substantial.
o

Definition 2:
A customer is vulnerable if for reasons of age, health, disability, severe
financial insecurity or external factors, they are unable to safeguard their
personal welfare or the personal welfare of other members of the
household.

o

Definition 3:
Consumers who have access to the governmental funding programmes.

o

Geographical criteria – as the social research will be carried out in the countries of
the partners involved in the SMART-UP project (France, UK, Spain, Malta and Italy), it
is important that the consumers involved live in the countries involved. No further
geographical criteria will be adopted;

o

Household energy use criteria – as the social research aims to support vulnerable
consumers to be energy efficient it is important that the consumers involved live in
an house (no distinction on the type of dwelling) and are actually energy users and
have an energy contract with regular energy bill (either electrical or gas);

o

Age criteria – as the social research will set the basis for the definition of an
European overall strategy to tackle fuel poverty, it is important that the consumers
involved in the step 1 social research are over 18-years of age

No exclusion criteria are defined for the involvement of consumers in the SMART-UP activity.
Following the signature of the collaboration agreement, in each country the national SMARTUP partner in collaboration with the national stakeholder engaged has defined and detailed
the selection and recruitment procedures of the vulnerable consumers, as described below for
each country.
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Analysis of the
potential consumers to
be involved in the
SMART-UP pilot

Identification of the
consumers who satisfy
the inclusion criteria
(as reported above and
eventually as further
detailed at national
level)

Selection of the
possible consumers to
invite to participate in
the SMART-UP pilot

Figure 3 - Selection process to engage vulnerable consumers

3.3.1 France
The recruitment will be based on the knowledge of local stakeholders with which we have
signed agreement. They will help us to identify eligible people to different financial supports
devices. We will also work with department council and local agencies of ANAH (National
Housing Agency) to get information on eligible households to Solidarity funds for housing and
program “living better”.
In France, all houses visited in the framework of the SMART-UP project received an A4 sheet
of paper included in the SMART-UP folder with information concerning the pilot. To promote
the participation, all participants are eligible to win a prize which includes energy efficient
piece of equipment for home.
Alphéeis prepared a folder with:
o

SMART-UP folder

o

SMART-UP informative sheet
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PROJET SMART-UP : FICHE D'INFORMATION DU PARTICIPANT
Vous avez accepté de prendre part au projet de recherche et de conseils énergétiques SMART-UP.
Avant de prendre part, il est important pour vous de comprendre pourquoi le projet est réalisé et
en quoi que votre participation consistera. S'il vous plaît prenez le temps de lire les informations
suivantes. S'il vous plaît contacter nous s’il y a quelque chose qui est pas claire ou si vous souhaitez
plus d'informations.
Quel est le but de SMART-UP ?
Le but de SMART-UP est de fournir des conseils en énergie adaptés aux ménages pour soutenir
l'utilisation active d'un compteur intelligent pour mieux gérer sa consommation d'énergie.
Qui mène SMART-UP ?
SMART-UP est un projet de recherche européen financé par le programme Horizon 2020 de la
Commission européenne. Le projet se déroule dans cinq pays européens : France, Italie, Malte,
l'Espagne et le Royaume-Uni (UK). Alphéeis est le partenaire chargé de la mise en œuvre du projet
En France. Alphéeis est une entreprise de conseils dans le domaine de l’efficacité énergétique.
Alphéeis travaille avec l’association ADAM pour ce projet. Ces partenaires nous aident à
communiquer et fournir des conseils aux ménages.
Pourquoi ai-je été choisi ?
Nous ciblons les ménages disposant d’un compteur intelligent pour recevoir des conseils d'énergie
sur mesure. Un compteur Linky vient bien d’être installé dans votre maison.
Qu'est-ce qui va se passer si je participe ?
Si vous décidez de participer un membre de l'équipe de l’association ADAM va vous fournir des conseils
d'énergie adaptée soit dans votre maison ou dans ses propres locaux. Les conseils se concentreront sur
l'utilisation de votre compteur Linky pour mieux gérer votre consommation d'énergie, ainsi que les moyens
que vous avez pour économiser de l'énergie dans votre maison. Le rendez-vous ne prendra pas plus d'une
heure.
Les ménages qui participent au projet seront invités à remplir deux questionnaires. Le premier
questionnaire sera complété avec un membre de l’association ADAM au début de la visite de conseils et le
second questionnaire sera envoyé par courriel ou par la poste aux ménages entre 6 à 12 mois après la visite
de conseils. Les deux questionnaires posent quelques questions simples sur l’utilisation de l’électricité dans
votre maison et l'utilisation faite du compteur Linky, ainsi que sur vous et votre famille, tels que le nombre
de personnes qui vivent dans votre maison. Les questionnaires portent aussi sur votre consommation
d'électricité. L’ensemble des informations recueillies dans les questionnaires nous permettra de mieux
comprendre l'impact des conseils et du compteur Linky sur la consommation d’énergie des ménages.
Dois-je participer ?
Au début de la visite le membre de l’association ADAM expliquera le projet et vous demander de signer un
formulaire de consentement. Vous pouvez poser les questions aux conseillers sur le projet avant de décider
de participer. Vous n'êtes pas obligé de signer le formulaire de consentement et nous ne commencerons
pas la séance de conseils, sauf si vous êtes d’accord de le signer. Pendant et après la séance de conseils
votre participation reste volontaire et vous êtes libre de se retirer du projet à tout moment et sans donner
de raison.

o

SMART-UP informed consensus
FORMULAIRE DE CONSENTEMENT : Projet SMART-UP
R Je l'ai lu et compris la feuille de renseignements sur les participants pour le projet.
R Je comprends que ma participation au projet est volontaire et que je peux me retirer à tout
moment sans avoir à donner de raison.
R Je confirme que je l'ai eu l'occasion de poser des questions sur le projet et ai reçu des réponses
satisfaisantes aux questions et aux détails supplémentaires demandés.
R Je comprends et accepte de fournir des données sur moi et de ma famille, y compris les
informations de contact (nom, adresse, numéro de téléphone et e-mail le cas échéant), étant
collectées, stockées en toute sécurité et en toute sécurité passés à Alphéeis dans le but de ce
projet.
R Je comprends et accepte que les données recueillies sur moi et mon ménage peuvent être
utilisés dans le projet (par exemple dans les rapports), mais uniquement sous forme anonyme.
R Je comprends que personne en dehors de mon {bailleur/organisme social} et de l'équipe
d’Alphéeis aura accès à mes données personnelles, y compris mes coordonnées, les données
recueillies sur moi et ma maison.
R Je comprends que des données anonymes peuvent être partagées en toute sécurité avec le
consortium du projet SMART-UP et la Commission européenne - qui évalue le projet.
R Je comprends et accepte {Bailleurs/organisme} / Alphéeis utilisent mes renseignements
personnels à me contacter à nouveau lors de ce projet pour promouvoir le concours photo
SMART-UP et / ou me demander de remplir un deuxième questionnaire court de suivi.
R Je comprends que ce contact aura lieu dans les 12 mois de la première visite de conseils.
R Je comprends et accepte que lors du retour du premier questionnaire, qui sera achevé à la
première visite, je participerai à un tirage au sort avec une chance de gagner : un bon d'achat de
200 €; un bon d'achat 50 €; 5 ventilateurs.
R Je comprends et accepte que lors du retour du deuxième questionnaire, dans les 6-12 mois
après la première visite de conseils, je participerai à un second tirage au sort. Je comprends que je
serai avisé concernant les détails de la deuxième questionnaire et tirage au sort dans les 6-12 mois
qui suivent la première visite.
R Je comprends comment protester et déposer plainte.
R Oui, je suis d'accord pour participer au projet SMART-UP.
Nom:____________________________________________Date:______________

Signature:___________________________________________________________

Alphéeis
Espace Beethoven - 1200 Route des Lucioles - 06560 Valbonne – France - Tel:+33/(0)492 906 555 - info@alpheeis.com - www.alpheeis.com
SAS au capital de 90 000 euros - NAF 7490B - SIRET 453 286 452 00025 - TVA intr.: FR 72 453 286 452

o

SMART-UP questionnaire

o

SMART-UP energy diary

o

SMART-UP magnets with tips

POUSSIÈRE = 40% PERDU

PIÈCE ÉCLAIRÉE = PIÈCE OCCUPÉE
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€
€
€

FRIGO GIVRÉ = CONSO DOUBLÉE

60 DEGRÉS = 12 € PERDUS

SANS COUVERCLE = 30% DE PERDU

TV
19°

21 DEGRÉS = 300 € PERDU

o

€

€
€
€

30°

€

€
€
€

10H PAR JOUR = 165 € PERDU

X

VEILLE COUPÉE = 4 € GAGNÉ

Photography competition sheet

Regardez au verso pour
en savoir plus !

Concours Photo
Partagez votre plus belle photo illustrant comment vous économisez de l'énergie et gagnez un chèquecadeau d'une valeur de 300€ sur l'achat de votre prochain appareil électrique performant

3.3.2 United Kingdom
NEA is working with Freebridge Community Housing to identify eligible vulnerable smart
meter tenants to receive the enhanced energy advice in accordance with the following
criteria:
•

Smart meter installed in the home; and

•

In Home Display fitted in the home or equivalent (e.g. a smart phone app); and

•

Member of the household responsible for paying the electricity bill; and

•

At least one member of the household displays one or more of the following
vulnerability characteristics:
o Children 15 and under; and / or
o Adults 65 or over; and / or
o Receipt of one or more means-tested benefits; and / or
o Low household income (under £25K per year); and / or
o A mental or physical health condition/disability; and / or
o Low literacy or numeracy or English as a second language, defined as
§

GCSE / O-level / CSE; and / or
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§

No formal qualifications; and / or

§

English as a second language

To date, 85 tenants identified with smart meters have been written to inviting them to take
part in the SMART-UP pilot. 13 have recorded interest with 7 eligible to take part and visits
booked. Shortly, wider advertising via a tenant newsletter article, recruitment leaflets in
Freebridge offices and a PPT slide running on TV screens at Freebridge offices will also be
implemented.
When a tenant responds recording interest Freebridge screens a tenant for eligibility in
accordance with the above criteria. Eligible tenants are then assigned to one of the pilot
groups (Experimental Groups 1, 2, 3 or Control) and a Freebridge Energy Advisor who has
received NEA’s SMART-UP training visits the tenant in-home to deliver the SMART-UP pilot
intervention. Where applicable, follow-up SMART-UP pilot interventions (e.g. the aftercare
service) will be delivered by the same energy advisor. Pilot participants will then be contacted
again in 10 - 12 months time by NEA inviting them to complete a follow-up questionnaire and
take part in a focus group.
To incentivise recruitments and compensate participants for their time and participation,
those taking part in the SMART-UP activity pilot project in the UK receive two vouchers:
o

£30 High Street shopping voucher at the point of the first SMART-UP intervention and
after the household has completed the first questionnaire

o

£20 High Street shopping voucher at the end of the monitoring period and after the
household has completed and returned the follow-up questionnaire.

To date, recruitment activity has consisted of the following:
•

Screening by Freebridge First Contact Centre and surveyor teams to check if
households have a smart meter and IHD

•

85 Freebridge tenants identified with smart meters have been mailed directly
promoting the SMART-UP pilot and inviting households to register their interest.

•

An article for the tenant newsletter has been written and will be published shortly
(September/October 2016)

•

Recruitment leaflets have been developed and will be distributed at Freebridge
Housing offices and handed out by Freebridge staff

•

A PPT slide about SMART-UP has been developed for TV screens in Freebridge Housing
offices
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PPT slide to be screened on
a loop on Freebridge TV
Screens in offices where
tenants come in to pay rent,
inquire about repairs etc.

SMART-UP
Recruitment Leaflet

Freebridge

The SMART-UP information pack for the pilot consists of:
•

SMART-UP and Take Control of Your Energy Use: A guide to using your smart meter to
manage your energy use

•

My SMART-UP Energy Diary

•

Energy efficiency advice leaflet
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•

Photo competition postcard

•

Participant information sheet

•

Informed consent form

•

Pilot Questionnaire

•

Voucher Release Form

The enhanced advice will be delivered (where applicable) to households in concert with the
information pack – talking households through exercises and information about how to get
the most out of their smart meter to control their energy and save money.
The aftercare service to be delivered to Experimental Groups 1 and 3 will consist of 3 followup calls at the 2-week, 3-month and 6-month mark to enquire if households need further
information on using their smart meter and saving energy. These calls will be delivered by the
Freebridge Advisor who delivered the original pilot intervention. Furthermore, a final phone
call will be delivered by NEA staff at the 10-12 month mark to complete the final
questionnaire. The phone-call will provide householders an opportunity to ask questions and
receive advice, where necessary.

1. Smart meter guide

2. Energy Diary
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3.3.3 Spain
Ecoserveis used data directly from Barcelona social services to detect house affected by fuel
poverty. To determine whether a house was acceptable for the project or not, the tenants
have to answer some questions (SMART-UP questionnaire) which determines if the house is a
good candidate.
In Barcelona all houses selected to participate in the SMART-UP project received an A4 sheet of
paper included in the SMART-UP folder. To promote the participation, all participants are eligible
to win a prize which includes energy efficient white goods. Ecoserveis prepared a folder with
several items useful to manage the electricity at home:
o

SMART-UP folder

o

SMART-UP informative sheet

o

SMART-UP informed consensus

o

SMART-UP energy diary

o

SMART-UP sticker “I won’t show you my bills, I chose my energy”

o

SMART-UP magnet with information concerning night tariff benefits

o

Photography competition sheet
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In the case of the small scale pilot of Spain, the houses will be monitored and to be able to
monitor the whole energy use of the house two new criteria have been used to select the
houses. The tenants need to have WIFI at home and their only source of energy should be
electricity.
3.3.4 Malta
In Malta, those trained have a somewhat limited knowledge of energy efficiency, and so the
training focuses more on improving energy literacy and advice skills. Once the social workers
have been trained, they were then tasked to recruit households to the project, gaining their
consent, completing a baseline questionnaire (which includes collection of the past year’s
electricity billing data), and then providing smart meter and energy advice. The target is to
reach 1000 vulnerable consumers via the LEAP network. An agreement has been reached
with LEAP to help deliver the results for the project, and assist vulnerable households.
PiM has conducted most of the training to the social workers and technical staff, and another
intense follow-up training is envisaged for end July 2016. As a first phase of the project,
SMART_UP Malta in collaboration with LEAP, is leveraging the Fund for “European Aid” to the
Most Deprived (FEAD) programme in order to reach out directly to the most deprived and to
profile their specific needs. Every month circa 4000 visit the LEAP centres for their food
rations, and SMART-UP is providing the necessary training and logistical support to the social
workers manning these centres in order to collect the informed consent, and provide basic
energy efficiency advice.
In Malta, SMART-UP has partnered with the national LEAP project which aims to combat
social exclusion and poverty, namely the development of a cluster-based network system at
both regional and local levels in order to help vulnerable groupings integrate within the
labour market, while build capacity amongst social stakeholders. SMART-UP is collaborating
with LEAP in order to reach out to Malta’s vulnerable households in order to start addressing
energy poverty directly. LEAP is committed to reaching out to over 4,000 families via the
opportunity created by the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived (FEAD) programme,
which provides food assistance to those in need. LEAP is taking the opportunity to profile the
needs of these families, including energy poverty, which provides the opportunity to SMARTUP to both collect data and provide advice at food collection points. LEAP has 11 regional
centres spread across the Maltese islands, and key localities, namely in Birgu, Għargħur,
Kirkop, Zurrieq , Marsaskala, Msida, Qawra, Qormi , Sta Luċija, Valletta and Gozo Xewkija.
Other similar agreements have also been reached with the Energy and Water Agency and the
Richmond Foundation.The deliverable D5.2 has been revised to include the above indications
and to better clarify the synergies with other ongoing national projects.
LEAP is funded from the national budget and there is absolutely no funding emanating from
LEAP towards Smart-UP. On the contrary, Smart-UP will contribute to the affort of the LEAP
social operators.
Consequently the expected results include:
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o

The leveraging of the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived (FEAD)
programme in order to reach out directly to the most deprived and to profile their
specific needs.

o

The inclusion of energy poverty in the Ministry of and the Family areas of concern,
and the training of social workers specifically on how to deal with local families
suffering from energy poverty.

o

The undertaking of a pilot study amongst 60 households to assess the value and
impact of varying combinations of potential energy poverty interventions in order to
assess which have most value and impact in achieving desired outcomes (i.e. energy
and financial savings), but also which interventions are preferred and meet best the
needs of vulnerable energy consumers.

The breakdown is as follows:
Date

Location

Number
attending

Type of stakeholders

09th June 2015

Sustainable Energy and Water
Conservation Unit

9

Energy stakeholders

18th April 2016

Qormi Hostel and Paola Hostel,
Richmond Foundation

12

Social services

5th May 2016

Kids In Development (KIDs)

10

Social services

6th May 2016

Nature Trust

7

Educational services

11th May 2016

Villa
Chelsea,
Foundation

Richmond

6

Social services

13th June 2016

Home Support Service training,
Hamrun

10

Social services

25th to 29th July 2016
(x4)

LEAP

27

Social services

With regards to data protection, government entities simply cannot share private data of
vulnerable households with 3rd parties. Consequently, the only legal and practical solution is
to simply train their own social workers, who in turn can act as agents of change directly
within the households they visit. Similarly, any data collated was preceded with clear
informed consent that is sensitive to illiteracy and potential guardians approval a priori. Any
data collated was only presented in aggregate with 3rd parties in order to ensure no private
data is recognisable.
The only deviation of note with regards to data treatment, is only related to the fact that due
to strict Data Protection Procedures within the Government of Malta, an agreement has been
reached with the Ministry of Family, Social solidarity and that even though clear consent
forms are being signed by participants, nonetheless all data received from the LEAP personnel
will be un-identifiable, and presented in aggregate. Numerous discussions have been held
with the Project Officer who eventually endorsed this potential solution.
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In Malta, so far the project has only been promoted amongst relevant stakeholders that would
be in a position to reach out formally to organisations. An email shot was sent out to all local
stakeholders related to social work services. This is a list in excess of 50 contacts. The overall
project aims are also being promoted via the official website, PiM’s website and its social
media networks. A best practice of the Maltese approach has also been submitted for
consideration in an up-coming European Anti-Poverty Network (EAPN) publication. Press
releases will be disseminated as soon as the pilot house visits will commence end of
September 2016.In Malta, the following material has been prepared for the SMART-UP action
of delivering enhanced advice amongst vulnerable consumers:
SMART-UP folder,
o

SMART-UP Powerpoint and class notes

o

Project information leaflet

o

Informed consent form (ENG + MT)

o

Electricity disclaimer form

o

SMART-UP Entry questionnaire (ENG + MT)

o

SMART-UP Exit questionnaire (ENG + MT)

o

SMART-UP energy diary

o

Training evaluation form

o

Photograph competition postcard

o

Energy efficiency energy tips (Electronic version)

3.3.5 Italy
In Italy, it will be responsibility of the stakeholders involved to identify and contact
vulnerable consumers for the SMART-UP to provide them enhanced energy advice and
training.
Each organization will contact consumers with which it works and identify among them those
considered vulnerable, according to the defined vulnerability criteria. Each stakeholder will
collect data in compliance with the privacy and informed consent prepared by AISFOR.
The stakeholders involved will deliver enhanced advice to approximately 1000/1100
vulnerable consumers.
In order to facilitate the engagement of vulnerable consumers, AISFOR realized an online map
of the areas where there are the organizations of the project and the place of the collection of
questionnaires and information to vulnerable consumers. This map, present on AISFOR web
platform, was made available to the entire network.
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Within the AISFOR website (www.aisfor.it), a dedicated SMART-UP project page was created
containing key information about the project and the project's news events. You can also
contact the operators to ask questions and fill in the online questionnaire. In addition there
are also pills for energy efficiency.
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From the site you can also register and receive a monthly newsletter with specific items on
the efficiency and news about project activities.

In Italy we have prepared a SMART-UP kit for the enhanced training of vulnerable consumers
which includes the following documents:
o

SMART-UP folder,

o

SMART-UP informative sheet

o

SMART-UP informed consensus

o

SMART-UP questionnaire

o

SMART-UP energy diary

o

Photograph competition postcard

o

Energy efficiency Decalogue Postcard
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Energy Advice Pills
AISFOR prepared short videos (called “pills”), in 3 to 4 minutes energy efficiency advice to be
provided to vulnerable consumers is illustrated. The “pills” have been made available to both
operators and consumers via a web platform (https://smartup-ais4fad.talentlms.com/index).
We have produced 6 pills that have dealt with the following themes: lighting, energy labels,
large appliances, small appliances, cooling and smart meters.
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4

SMART-UP Enhanced Advice Delivery to Vulnerable Consumers

Therefore, summarizing the contents of the above paragraphs, the delivery of the enhanced advice to vulnerable consumers is
based on the following activities > documents:

Vulnerable consumers
engagement
• National stakeholders engaged
• Agreements signed > List of
stakeholders agreemts
• Frontline staff trained >
Trained material and training
manual for the frontline staff

• Ethic issues defined >
Procedures for Consumers
Involvement and Data Treatment
• Identification and engagement
strategy of vulnerable
consumers defined

National Stakeholders
involvement and training
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• Pilot procedures defined > Pilot
guidelines
• Pilot materials for consumers
prepared > SMART-UP
informative sheet, SMART-UP
informed consensus form,
Questionnaire paper copy,
Photograph competition,
information, Informative material
on energy efficiency.
Enhanced Advice Delivery
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4.1.1 France
This task has not yet been initiated. The final definition of the services will be done in the
coming weeks in association with our partner in charge of the visit.
4.1.2 United Kingdom
In the UK Freebridge staff delivering pilot interventions have been briefed for the process to
carry out the pilot. Specifically, they have been provided with:
o

Process for SMART-UP pilot document, outlining all steps to implement the pilot (e.g.
from screening tenants for eligibility to assigning participants to intervention groups
to delivering interventions)

o

SMART-UP pilot tracker to record details of potential participants, assess eligiblity
and book visits (this is an excel document)

o

Household visit guide, providing trained staff with a list of handy tips on how to carry
out SMART-UP pilot visits

o

SMART-UP aftercare protocol outlining the process to follow for follow-up phone
calls (to Experimental Groups 1 and 3)

o

SMART-UP aftercare tracker to record details of follow-up phone calls (to
Experimental Groups 1 and 3) (this is an excel document)

o

Reporting template which Freebridge provides back to NEA every month to track
progress on delivery of the pilot, raise issues and discuss in detail at monthly phone
meetings between Freebridge and NEA
4.1.3 Spain

Thanks to the collaboration with the municipality of Barcelona, Ecoserveis trained 100 people
to be energy agents. The course last more than 150h and Ecoserveis delivered 4 modules to
explain how to help tenants to manage their energy and deploy SMART-UP strategies.
These modules contain the following topics:
1. Introduction to fuel poverty
2. Energy bills
3. Energy efficiency at home
4. Workflows
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In the last module, the course focused in the workflow to deploy all services provided to the
tenants.
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4.1.4 Malta
To support the activity, householders are provided with tailored literature including an
energy diary which they can use to monitor their own energy use, guidance on the project,
and additional energy-saving information. To encourage participation, Malta is also providing
incentives in the form of a prize draw; and a SMART-UP photography competition encourages
ongoing participation by persuading beneficiaries to take photos of their most memorable
Grant agreement number: 649669 – H2020-EE-2014-2015 / HG2020-EE-2014-3 - MarketUptake
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SMART-UP moment. Social workers are expected to collect the necessary baseline data via a
common first questionnaire. 6-12 months following the initial intervention, each social
worker is expected to write to participants to encourage them to complete another
questionnaire which will monitor the impact of the intervention.
In addition, Malta is also running a smaller pilot project for 60 households to test the impact
that even greater advice and support can have on smart meter interactions and energy
efficient behaviour. This includes follow-up visits, an aftercare service and, in some cases,
provision of a an energy-use monitor. The information from the main study and pilot study
will be analysed and disseminated at both national and EU level.
4.1.5 Italy
In Italy a “Practical Manual” has been prepared which describes in details all the steps to be
implemented by the frontline staff when undertaking the pilot activities.
The “Practical
paragraphs:

Manual”

contains

the

following

o

Introduction

o

SMART-UP project,

o

SMART-UP Consumer

o

Vulnerable Consumer

o

Communication with SMART-UP (vulnerable)
consumers

o

The steps of the enhanced training

o

SMART.UP informed consensus and ethic issues

o

SMART-UP questionnaire

o

Structure of the questionnaire

o

Data entry in the SMART-UP database

o

How to read the energy bills

o

SMART-UP pilot

o

Ex-post questionnaire

o

Documents management and monitoring

o

Timeframe of the activities

As reported in the “Practical Manual”, the workflow of the pilot activities can be represented
in the following diagram:
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•
•
•

Signed Informed
consensus
Filled in questionnaire
Copies (fotocopies /
photos) of last year
bills (where possible)

In detail:

Vulnerable
Consumer visit
with paper
copy of
SMART-UP Kit

Analysis of energy
bills and meter
reading

Enhanced
training (delivery
of information
and tips on
efficient energy
consumption)

Presentation of
SMART-UP and
ethic issues

Delivery of
questionnaire

Presentation and
handing of the
energy diary

Presentation of
photograph
competition and
handing of the
postcard

Visit closure with return
kit containing signed
informed consensus, filled
in paper copy
questionnaire and (where
possible) copy of the
energy bills and photos of
the smart meter reading

Signature of
informed
consensus
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In Italy the monitoring activity is carried out on a monthly basis through a monitoring form,
specifically developed for SMART-UP which enables to collect data from all the frontline staff
actively involved in the pilot.
During the visit to each vulnerable consumer, the operator compiles a folder with the
completed questionnaire and informed consent and where possible copies of bills. On the
cover page of the folder there is a check list that allows to verify the actions taken.
Once a month, the operators upload the data of the completed questionnaires in the
“filemaker” database and sends the file to the headquarters of AISFOR. On receiving the file
with the data are checked and placed inside a single Italian Data Base.

This phase has required a particular training that has been carried out all the operators of the
project via webinars.
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5 SMART-UP small scale pilot
As foreseen in the SMART-UP project, the social research within SMART-UP foresees also the
carrying out of a small scale pilot addressing 60 / 65 consumers selected within the large
scale pilot to undergo a specific pilot in order to understand what are the most efficient
measures / tools to support vulnerable consumers.
The tables below report the division of the groups in the various countries:
Pilot in France / Spain / Italy
Sample
size

Enhanced
training and IHD
advice

Energy
monitoring
tool

Control group

20

Experimental
group 1

10

X

X

Experimental
group 2

10

X

X

Experimental
group 3

10

X

X

Experimental
group 4

10

X

X

Follow-up
Aftercare
call after 2
service
weeks

X

X

X

X

Pilot in Malta
As in Malta no IHD are available to consumers and it is important to test if consumers react
better to an in-home display rather than to a paper-copy monitoring tool. The pilot in Malta
will also involve 60 households, and these households will be segmented into a control group
and four experimental groups (20 households in the control group and 10 households in each
experimental group):
Control group 20: No interventions
Experimental group 1 (10): Enhanced training and advice, Energy monitoring paper tool,
Follow-up call after 2 weeks.
Experimental group 2 (10): Enhanced training and advice, IHD, Follow-up call after 2 weeks
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Experimental group 3 (20): Enhanced training and advice, Follow-up call after 2 weeks,
Aftercare services during the rest of the 10 months.

Sample
size

Enhanced Energy
training
monitoring IHD
and advice paper tool

Follow-up
Aftercare
call after
service
2 weeks

X

Control group

20

Experimental group 1

10

X

Experimental group 2

10

X

X

X

Experimental group 3

20

X

X

X

X

X

Pilot in the UK (where the IHD is already available)

Sample size

Enhanced
and advice

Control group

20

Experimental
group 1

15

X

Experimental
group 2

15

X

Experimental
group 3

15

training

Follow-up
Aftercare
call after 2
service
weeks

X

X

X

X
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5.1 SMART-UP small scale pilot preparation
5.1.1 France
Not started yet, but we expected to start rapidly. Today, we are discussing an agreement with
local actors to provide more households with an energy monitor on TV, Smartphone or tablet.
Our project could concern at least about 100 households, if an agreement could be find with
the social housing company.
5.1.2 United Kingdom
No pilot interventions have been delivered at the start of August 2016. However, as detailed
above, households have been identified and planning for the identification, recruitment and
implementation stages is well underway.
UK will deliver the following materials as part of the pilot to households in the four groups:
Experimental Groups 1, 2 and 3, and Control Group:

Group

Experimental Group 1

Experimental Group 2

Number of
participating
households

15

15

Experimental Group 3

15

Control Group

20

Intervention
o

SMART-UP information pack

o

Enhanced advice

o

Aftercare service (follow-up calls)

o

SMART-UP information pack

o

Enhanced advice

o

SMART-UP information pack

o

Aftercare service (follow-up calls)

No intervention

The aftercare service to be delivered to Experimental Groups 1 and 3 will consist of 3 followup calls at the 2-week, 3-month and 6-month mark to enquire if households need further
information on using their smart meter and saving energy. These calls will be delivered by the
Freebridge Advisor who delivered the original pilot intervention. Furthermore, a final phone
call will be delivered by NEA staff at the 10-12 month mark to complete the final
questionnaire. The phone-call will provide householders an opportunity to ask questions and
receive advice, where necessary.
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5.1.3 Spain
Ecoserveis decided to give away energy monitors as a reward to participate to the pilot. These
monitors are installed in the houses and, therefore they are also used as a tool to monitor with
more detail the energy consumption of the houses. Using the SMART-UP database, Ecoserveis
selected a random sample for each experimental group. Only the control group was not
selected from the database because these houses should not receive any kind of training.

As a reward for participating in the pilot, Ecoserveis also installed an energy monitor in each
house. This monitor is a Mirubee v1 and it has the ability to determine how the energy is used and
discriminate the usage of whitegoods. This is a very added value for the report and results,
therefore Ecoserveis decided to use it although more hours were needed for the preparation of
the pilot. To access the electricity usage information tenants can use a smartphone, tablet or PC.
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These materials were delivered in the following way:
o

Group 1 (Control):
§

o

Groups 1 and 2:
§

o

Installation of the energy monitor but no access to the application
Installation of the energy monitor and access to the application

Groups 3 and 4:
§

Installation of the energy monitor but no access to the application

§

SmartUp folder with all its content (Energy Diary)

Ecoserveis also contacted the following entities to find more candidates:
o

Catalan housing agency

o

NGOs: Fundació Mambré and ABD

o

Red Cross

o

Societat Orgànica

Ecoserveis also post some flyers in several buildings to find more houses but this technique
has been proven to be inefficient.
5.1.4 Malta
Malta is also hoping to donate energy monitors used by Spain for pilot participants. These are
expected to be recruited in early September.
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5.1.5 Italy
AISFOR has started the activities related to the small pilot for what concerns the identification
of a partner interested in providing the pilot sample with IHD. For the pilot, AISFOR will
collaborate with RSE, the research center on energy of the national energy manager in Italy,
on their project “Energia su misura” project: RSE will provide the IHD and AISFOR will identify
the vulnerable consumers to engage in the pilot.
Consumers for the other three groups (control group, Experimental group 3 and 4) will be
recruited through normal activity.
5.2 SMART-UP small scale pilot organisation
5.2.1 France
Not started yet
5.2.2 United Kingdom
Not started yet
5.2.3 Spain
Each group will receive the corresponding feedback defined in the table (Pilot in
France/Spain/Italy) and after 6 month the results will be collected.
5.2.4 Malta
Not started yet
5.2.5 Italy
The organization of this project phase is followed directly by AISFOR workers involved
contact the consumer and where necessary to install the IHD and perform all tasks required
by the pilot phase.

6 SMART-UP Results – enhanced advice and small pilot
6.1.1 France
Not available
6.1.2 United Kingdom
To date we have engaged 85 households with the pilot and so far booked visits to deliver 7
pilot interventions. The target is to recruit 65 households, as per the grant agreement.
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6.1.3 Spain
Ecoserveis reached more than 3.100 consumers and engaged 1.779 of them. All 1.779
vulnerable consumers received an enhanced training and SMART-UP printed material.
All the information is stored in ABD database with a different format and Ecoserveis is
building an Excel template to adapt the information to the filemaker database.
6.1.4 Malta
Not available
6.1.5 Italy
In late August we have engaged 57 consumers to which we submitted questionnaires and we
have trained and motivated to better energy efficiency.

6.1.6 Summarising data on the SMART-UP small pilot in August 2016
The actual number of consumers involved is still low. This is due to the fact that the phase of
stakeholder engagement has been complex and has committed more than expected there.
The phase of insertion of the data within the database not yet started. At present all the
operators have been trained to use the database and begin to placement with the month of
September 2016.
Summary:
Table 1 SMART-UP small pilot in August 2016

Number of households
engaged in the delivery of
the enhanced advice

Number of households
engaged in the small pilot

France

0

0

UK

20

0

Spain

1779

3

Malta

0

0

Italy

57

0
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7 Criticalities
7.1.1 France
The most difficulty has been to identify an area where smart meters (only a low number of
smart meters is yet installed in some areas in France) are available and where we can find
vulnerable people (to identify vulnerable households and find partners able to visit them).
After a lot of research with have selected the district named “Les Moulins” in Nice.
7.1.2 United Kingdom
As for the non-pilot interventions to the remaining 1,000 vulnerable customers, the key issue
the UK is facing for the pilot is limited numbers of vulnerable households with smart meters
installed in their properties. This issue and criticality is explained in detail in D5.1. However,
in the context of the pilot, data matching between Freebridge households targeted for the
SMART-UP pilot and those households with electricity smart meters has shown very low
numbers of properties with smart meters installed in their homes – in the range of 0-5%. This
is due to delays in the national smart meter roll-out where smart meters have not yet been
installed in large numbers across the UK.
Another issue being faced is low customer interest. For example, of 85 households mailed out
promoting the SMART-UP pilot and £30 incentive voucher only 13 responded recording
interest (15%) , of which 7 (8%) were eligible to take part.
7.1.3 Spain
Before achieving collaboration with the municipality of Barcelona, Ecoserveis found a lot of
problems to find and identify houses concerned with fuel poverty issues. To use the database
of social services has been proven effective to get over this problem.
7.1.4 Malta
Since the topic of energy poverty is a new topic and not really on the agenda of local
governance, PiM spent an inordinate amount of time trying to convince Ministry officials
about the relevance of this effort. However, thanks to EU prompting in related fora and the
added-value offered by Smart-UP, the Ministry for the Family and Social Affairs, was quick in
grasping the opportunity once top-level clearance was obtained.
7.1.5 Italy
The most critical phase so far has been to find and reach agreement with the different
stakeholder. This phase has taken away a long time.
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